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to have no effect except that there is incident radiation on the surface from an emitter at a given angle. In reference l, the directional reflectivity and directional emissivity of a groove are treated when the walls of the groove are considered to be specularly, rather than diffusely, reflecting, as in the present case. The case of diffusely reflecting symmetric grooves is analyzed in references 4 to 6 for the total absorption and emission, but the directional emission and reflection are not considered.
In the present analysis, general equations for radiation from grooves are given. The general equations are separated into equations for directional emissivity and directional reflectivity.
Both an exact and an approximate method of solution are given. In the approximate method_ the groove surface is divided into large portions, each considered to have an average thermal flux. 
ANALYSIS
The model analyzed is shown in figure i. There is a groove of infinite length in a plane. The short side of the groove is normal to the base plane and of height H and will be referred to as the Y-surface. The diagonal side is of length L and will be referred to as the X-surface. There is an open angle e between the sides of the grooves. The surface of the groove walls is assumed gray with constant emissivity _w and constant wall temperature Tw. The reflection and emission from the wall are considered diffuse.
The environment is assumedto have no effect.
Emitted and Reflected Energy from Groove
The rate of energy per unit area, thermal flux, leaving an element as X_ can be expressed as 
Thus, with each fixed q' from -_/2 to +x/2, I I will be zero on the X-surface except in the cases
where X Z, is the lower limit of the X-surface that can see the emitter and can be shown to be cosle+ _') (io)
It can be seen from equations (7) and (9) YZ' = 'cos e cos(13' + e)
As before, qoY is discontinuous at YZ' for x/2 > q' > e.
Since equations (7) and (15) 
Substituting equations (IC) and (17) into equations (7) and (IS) and letting the flux from the external source be zero give the solutions for emission from the groove. These may be no_dimensionalized and expressed as e/c_ the total flux leaving the surface divided by the flux emitted from the surface: 0_i 0w ey
.1/cos 0 ey :
If_ instead_ the wall temperature Js held at zero, the solutions for reflection from the groove are
The term r is the ratio of flux reflected from the groove _all to total flux incident on the groove. Equations (18) The lowest point on wall X that is visible to the receiver is X Z.
The power reaching the receiver from an element dZ on side Y is l QY-AR : -K dZ cos(e + _) Z_8 qoY dY 2
The total power arriving at the receiver from one groove is then
The limits on the integrals can be determined from the following: The emission from a black surface on the base plane of area equal to the base of one groove that is incident on the receiver is
Using this to nondlmensionalize QG-Z_R_ gives the directional emissivity
e X dX -
(26) which is the ratio of power reaching a receiver at angle ri from the groove to that that would reach the receiver from a black groove. 
rx X=O = _-sln2@ ry e)3/2 cos q (X 2 + y2 _ 2XY cos X=O
The integral can be evaluated as in reference ¢. There, it is clear that In figure 8 is shown the effect of wall reflectivity on the groove directional-reflectivity ratio.
The curves are similar in shape but show increasing values for increasing wall reflectivities.
BEHAVIOR OF SURFACES WITHDIRECTIONAL EMISSIVITY
To illustrate the use of directional surfaces in radiant interchange, the model shown in figure 9 is used. It consists of two semi-infinite parallel plates of dimensionless width _ separated by a distance i. They are offset by a dimensionless distance D. The upper surface is black (cw = i) and at temperature Tb. The lower sm_face has a directional emissivity eq and is at temperature TG. The surrounding environment is at temperature TE. The net power transferred between the surfaces can be written following Hottel (ref . 8) 
It can then be seen from equations (51) 
The fraction T_T_ tional surface that reaches the black surface.
tion (60) can be written as is also the fraction of the total energy leaving the direcFor the diffuse case, equa-
and, for the perfect case, the temperature ratio (TUTb)4 is unity. The equilibrium temperature ratios for various cases are plotted in figure ii.
It is seen from figures i0 and ii that it is possible to vary the heat exchange between surfaces by a large margin through proper design of the directional surface to attain the desired directional radiative properties.
In figure  iO_ for an offset distance of 1.0, it can be seen that surfaces with directional emissivities can be chosen as better absorbers or emitters than diffuse gray or black surfaces over certain ranges of _.
In figure  ii The usual assumption of diffuse emission is not true for grooved surfaces since the emissivity will be highest for directions bisecting the opening of the grooves. Similarly, the assumption of diffuse or specular reflections is not true since, in the case of grooves, the energy is primarily reflected in the direction of the incident beam. Onemeansof obtaining an approximate solution is to assumeconstant average values of total emission over finite segments of the groove wall. For the simplest case, where the segment is equal to the length of the groove wall, the average values can be defined by equations (39) and (40). Then, equations (18) and (19) become --=l+ (cos e-sin o+i) (42) and (45).
Equations (20) and (21) 
are defined by equations (i0), (15), (9),
21
The energy reflected to a receiver, then, from equation (32) 
